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I. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION AND BACKGROUND
“Ice rinks are highly energy-intensive business that can greatly benefit from energy
savings strategies. Heating water and ice refrigeration typically represent the largest
sources of consumption”
(E-Source)
Vortex Process Technology branded as REALICE when used in Ice Rinks, was developed by Watreco A.B.,
Sweden and brought to market by H2oVortex s.a.r.l. of Luxumbourg. It was recently named as one of the top
20 technologies and trends of 2015 by E Source1. It is applied to ice rinks, cooling towers and water/waste
treatment applications. Although the focus of this submittal is its ice rink application, we want to provide some
general background on the technology.

VORTEX PROCESS TECHNOLOGY
The idea behind VPT - Vortex Process Technology is to allow a fluid to self-organize into an ordered vortex
movement utilizing the design of the vortex chamber and the pressure of the water or other media. Vortex
movement is fundamental in nature. The unique biomimetic design of Watreco’s vortex generators enables a
consistent and low energy method to achieve water treatment in a variety of end use applications. The Watreco
vortex generator has no moving parts, continuously processes fluids and requires a minimum of maintenance.
The Watreco vortex generator is protected by an international patent. It is manufactured in Sweden using a 3D
printing technology. It is able to generate a well-defined and controlled vortex at a considerably lower pressure
and flow than what can be achieved through other techniques.
Figure 1 CROSS SECTION OF THE VORTEX GENERATOR , VORTEX CHAMBER and REALICE
Channel
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1
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REALICE Selected: Top 20 Technologies and Trends of 2015 | E Source.pdf
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•

Pre-former: The inlet of the vortex generator provides a smooth outward direction of the flow
through toroidal motion toward a set of well-defined channels.

•

Channels: After the pre-former, the fluid is directed through a set of channels, each with vortexforming geometry. Each channel delivers a very high velocity stream of vortex flow tangentially into a
vortex chamber.

•

Vortex chamber: In the vortex chamber, the vortices from the channels are wound together, similar
to how a rope is spun together from a set of threads. A strong and stable vortex flow is formed inside
the vortex chamber, causing a strongly reduced pressure along the vortex axis. Depending on the
application, the vortex chamber can have different shapes. A trumpet shape picture 1 produces a
well-defined vortex with a smooth transition to downstream piping and a very low central pressure.
This means that a strong pressure gradient is created in the vortex. This is in the magnitude of
several bars. There is pressure of 5 bar at the periphery and almost vacuum in the center, indicating
a pressure gradient of 6 bar within an inch (25,4 mm).

The vortex flow gives rise to strong pressure gradients, controlled cavitation and shear forces. The radial
pressure gradient in the vortex chamber causes a strong sub-pressure along the vortex axis. When using water,
this sub-pressure forces air bubbles (un-dissolved air) to move inward toward the vortex axis and can be
removed. If there is enough un-dissolved gas in the water, a “vacuum string” along the axis can be clearly visible
through a transparent vortex generator. If the pressure gradient is strong enough, cavitation occurs. The strong
pressure gradient and removal of micro bubbles shifts chemical balances, giving rise to reactions that would
not happen under normal flow conditions.

In the vortex generator, shear forces occur not only close to the wall, but also within the fluid itself, for example
when the jet streams exiting the channels are wound together. There are also shear forces close to the vacuum
string along the vortex chamber axis. The powerful mixing capabilities of the vortex generator are largely due
to the strong shear forces which cause a forced but still ordered convection in the flowing medium. The
combination of pressure gradients and shear forces causes formation, aggregation or fragmentation of solid
matter in the fluid under certain circumstances.
The Polymer Technology Group Eindhoven BV (PTG/e), an independent research and knowledge institute, and
part of the Eindhoven University of Technology2 (TU/e) conducted an examination of the properties of VPT
2

https://www.tue.nl/en/
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water. Samples were taken from municipal water in Holland before and after VPT treatment. Water treatment
was made with a standard vortex generator at a water pressure of 3.5 bar.

Primary Effects of VPT

REMOVAL OF MICRO BUBBLES
Macroscopic and microscopic air bubbles in water will be pulled into the low-pressure zone in the vortex
chamber. The low pressure will cause them to expand and gather into large bubbles that can be easily extracted
downstream the vortex generator. This process does not generally affect dissolved gases only micro bubbles.
Substances that gather at bubble surfaces may follow the bubbles toward the vortex axis, aggregate and then
be separated out.

VISCOSITY
A decrease in viscosity occurs after VPT treatment. The difference was between three and 17 percent,
depending on water quality and temperature. As shown by Albert Einstein in 1905, gas bubble content affects
the viscosity of water. As bubbles (un-dissolved air) are removed, a decrease in viscosity occurs.

HEAT TRANSFER
VPT treatment changed the melting behavior of ice. The heat capacity was 5% higher for ice and 3% higher for
liquid water.

MIXING
As the low pressure in the vortex chamber goes below the ambient pressure, gases or liquids can be sucked
into the vortex chamber. The sucked-in fluid will be efficiently mixed with the spinning medium in the chamber.
This process is very powerful in mixing for example water with air or other gases, or water with oil, thus
producing stable emulsions.

CAVITATION AND PRESSURE
With a low enough pressure along the vortex axis, cavities (microscopic bubbles) form in the medium. As they
move into high pressure zones, they will rapidly implode, producing shock waves and a release of heat within
a small volume. The micro-bubbles that are present will in the water migrate towards the center where the
lowest pressure is and this is accelerated due to the high pressure gradient. The bubbles will expand due to a
lower pressure and they will combine with other bubbles. After a while they will end up in the center in the
shape of a string of air with a very low pressure.
The vortex flow from the system creates extreme pressure gradients and forces that limit or exclude the
buildup of lime within the cooling tower supply. The strong hydrodynamic force in the vortex generator creates
hydrodynamic cavitation changing the water chemical balance and affects the calcium crystals in the water.
The technology combines these effects to force the precipitation of calcium carbonate. As the pressure
increases towards the periphery the solubility for CO2 also increases. When CO2 reacts with water as described
in the following formula: CO2 + H2O
H2CO3 carbonic acid is the result. The pH level at a certain layer depends
on the concentration of CO2. When the pressure is increased towards the periphery there will be a difference
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in the pH level following the pressure gradient. In this case the pH level will decrease towards the periphery
following the increased pressure.

Vortex
High Pressure and Lower pH
Increasing acidity and pressure towards periphery

Very Low Pressure

The calcium ion precipitates and forms calcium carbonate CaCO3 at a specific pH level. The pH level is varies
from the center to the periphery where the calcium ion will begin to precipitate during the reaction with H2CO3.
The precipitation will occur in the moving water, within the VPT.
The calcium crystallization process in using VPT is due to the pressure gradient and the sheer forces inside the
vortex. There is an interaction between water, the calcium ion and CO2. CO2 is more soluble in water as a
function of pressure, i.e. higher pressure = higher solubility and makes the higher CO2 concentration slightly
acid together in the water. Since the pH level varies along the pressure gradient so that there is lower pH at
the periphery and higher in the center of the vortex the calcium ion precipitates and forms calcium carbonate
CaCO3 at a specific pH level.
The water within the VPT does not form scaling on the walls of the VPT unit itself. The calcium carbonate in
this way forms Aragonite and Calcite hard crystals due to the dynamic treatment in the vortex with its high
sheer forces. Therefore, this precipitate is not available to coat warm surfaces such as heat transfer surfaces,
reducing lime scale and can be both filtered with the PVT skid and/or blown-down as part of the typical tower
maintenance.
The reduction in the scaling and fouling of the cooling tower increases the overall heat transfer of the cooling
tower to near design conditions, thus improving overall plant efficiency. When enough lime particles have been
formed under the extreme conditions of cavitation in the system, the chemical balance is shifted so that lime
is dissolved rather than formed. This dissolving occurs on both new and old lime.

HARDER AND MORE UNIFORM ICE:
Southern California Edison (SCE) completed testing on the REALICE technology on two rinks to verify that ice
made using the technology would be of better quality after installation. The ice quality of the base case and
the post install case (after installation) was measured by testing surface strength of contact using a Schmidt
Hammer.
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Figure 2 Ice Hardness Results for Each Test
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•

The conclusion is that the rebound or hardness numbers are as good or better after the installation
of the REALICE system, which meets the intent of the measurement and verification process.

•

For Rink A the ice was on average 39% harder post installation of REALICE with a high of 80% and
low of 11 %.

•

For Rink B the ice was on average 46% harder post installation of REALICE with a high of 80% and a
low of 14%.

•

The overall uniformity of ice strength is much better after the installation of the REALICE system.
This means that the ice was more consistent in hardness across the entire rink after installation
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II. ASSEMBLY
Instructions for REALICE
REALICE r10x, REALICE r6x, REALICE r4x, REALICE r1x

Figure 1: Shows the how the REALICE unit should look after assembly

Figure 2: The different parts belonging to the REALICE unit
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Before the REALICE unit can be mounted on the tubing/piping system it needs to be assembled together. Besides
the REALICE unit, 4 different parts are involved.
REALICE R10x
1. PVC-union connector on the inlet.
1 ¼ “ with an inward G 1 ¼ “ thread
2. Watreco 1 ¼ “ Adaptor unit (with mounted manometer) with an outward G 1 ¼ “
3. 1 ¼ “ connection sleeve with an inward G 1 ¼ “ thread
4. PVC-union connector on the outlet.
1 ¼ “ with an inward G 1 ¼ “ thread

REALICE R6x and R4x
1. PVC-union connector on the inlet.
1 “ with an inward G 1 “ thread
2. Watreco 1 “ Adaptor unit (with mounted manometer) with an outward G 1 “
3. 1 “ connection sleeve with an inward G 1 “ thread
4. PVC-union connector on the outlet.
1 “ with an inward G 1 “ thread

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The parts shall be screwed together as figure 2 shows.
The union parts (1 and 4) shall be placed with the thread sleeve on the outside of the REALICE
unit (so it can be removed from the unit).
Before screwing the parts together seal tape shall be applied on the outward threads so the unit
does not leak.
Use P.F.T.E Thread Seal Tape 19 mm/0.75” x 0.2 mm/0.008”, density 0,35 g/cm3.
If it is too easy to screw the parts together, use more seal tape.
NEVER screw the parts together so they come in contact with each other, leave a 0,5
mm/0.2” distance between the parts. Be careful with the manometer on the adaptor.
If tools are used, be careful so the outer paint protection is not damaged. If necessary, use a soft
cloth or tape in between.
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Figure 3 the different parts belonging to the REALICE r1x nozzle
REALICE r1x nozzle

1. PVC-ball valve connector on the inlet, “ with an inward G 1“ thread
2. REALICE r1x unit
• Before screwing the parts together seal tape shall be applied on the outward threads so the unit
does not leak
• Use P.F.T.E Thread Seal Tape 19 mm/0.75” x 0.2 mm/0.008”, density 0.35 g/cm3
•
•

o /21.8lb/ft3
The parts shall be screwed together as figure 3 shows
Figure 4 how to tighten PVC-ball valve connector

•

Tighten the PVC-ball valve connector so it does not leak
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III.

ICE RESURFACING INSTRUCTIONS

A. Building ice with REALICE on an existing ice.
o
o
o

o

o
o

First increase the ice temperature to make it easier to shave the ice. Shave the ice to just above lines
and/or advertising. After finishing shaving return to the normal ice temperature.
Empty the Ice Machine from normal water. Fill the Ice Machine with ONLY REALICE- treated water.
Make sure the pressure (minimum 3bar/43.5psi) and flow (depending on RI size) are correct. In order
to get the best effect the tap must be opened fully to get as much flow as possible. Only use un-heated
water.
Add water in thin layers. Adding a layer of water with the Ice Machine should take about 10-12 minutes
(Olympic size) 8-10 minutes (NHL size). Drive slowly in the corners to avoid the water been thrown out
in the corners and build up dikes.
Turn off the water in places where you will pass several times, such as behind the net.
After flooding the ice once, wait until water is frozen. Repeat the above procedure until you have built
some extra 10-15mm or ½” – ¾”. Total thickness should be about 30mm or 1 ¼“.

B. Building new ice with REALICE.
o

o

Use the REALICE hand unit only with cold water. The water should be added in thin layers. There will
be more water coming out from the unit than it seems to, never stand still move slowly backwards,
from short side to short side. Point the unit at about 45° upwards and move it constantly from one
side to the other. Divide the rink in 5 parts until the ice is done. Allow the water to freeze before the
next layer is applied.
Repeat this by going the other way, from long side to long side. Divide the rink into 10 parts. You need
to build approximate 10mm or ½” until the ice is strong enough to use the Ice Machine.

When building the ice, some minerals and lime in the water will settle on the surface. When you have reached
the right height of the ice, about 30mm or 1.20” if you build from start, or about 10-15mm, 0.40– 0.60”
REALICE-ice if you are building on old ice, you dry-shave the top layer to remove the impurities and smooth the
ice. You then perform the finishing touch on the ice by applying 1-2 layers of REALICE water with the Ice
Machine.
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Check the ice temperature. Normally you can raise the temperature at least about 2-4°F in relation to your
former ice temperature. Ideally this should be done in steps, by raising the temperature with 1-1.5°F at the
time. Wait about a week, the ice need to stabilize before you raise the temperature another step. Repeat this
until you feel that ice is no longer good. Then lower the ice brine temperature one degree.

C. Water temperature
o

o

Normally, REALICE is used with only cold water. In some circumstances it may be necessary to add
some warm water. Try this by adding a little warm water at a time, if you do not get good results with
only cold water.
Normally the water temperature never needs to exceed 18° C, 64° F.

D. Humidity
o
o

High humidity creates rime on the ice and therefore produces more snow.
To obtain an optimal ice, the humidity in the ice arena should not exceed 50- 55%.

E. Do not mix water!
o

Normal water and REALICE-water have different properties and should not be mixed. The different
waters have different freezing characteristics and various ice crystals. Mix of water will give you a
poor ice quality and higher energy consumption.

F. REALICE-water
o

The effect of REALICE treatment lasts at least 24 hours. This means that you can fill up the Ice
Machine in the evening, before next day's work.

G. Wash water
o

The wash water in the Ice Machine may need to be slightly warmer, not to be cooled by the recirculating water, to prevent it from clogging.

Ice thickness about 30mm, 1.20”. The REALICE-ice is usually clearer than ordinary ice. It is difficult to estimate
ice thickness. Make it a habit to regularly check that the ice has not become too thick. Thicker ice can use
considerable more energy from your chillers It is generally sufficient to have an ice thickness of about 30mm
or 1.20”. 10mm/0.40” extra ice is equivalent to 18 m³
/193.750ft2 of ice to keep frozen during the whole season.
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H. Gates and doors
o

I.

Make it a habit to always close gates and doors to both the arena and to the ice rink. Depending on
weather conditions, large amounts of warm and moist air goes into the rink, with higher energy costs
and poor ice quality as a result, if a gate or door remains open for a longer time than is necessary. Is
there an option, an air lock is to be preferred.

Ice temperature
o

The ice has only one temperature range where it's best. If the ice is to warm it becomes soft and
tough. If too cold, the ice becomes dry and brittle and it builds up a lot of snow on the ice. The
temperature of the optimal range is different from ice rink to ice rink where each ice rink is unique.
The best way to find the optimal range is to raise ice temperature in small increments, about 1-1.5°F
at a time and then wait at least a couple of days and during the time study the ice quality. This is
repeated until you feel that the ice quality is too bad. Then you lower the ice temperature one step.
Typical increase in brine temp is about 4-5F

J. Resurfacing
o

Ice made of REALICE-treated water is more durable than ordinary ice. This means that it does not get
as much and as deep scars and injuries in a REALICE-ice compared to a regular ice. This also means
that the water that is added at each resurfacing usually can be reduced. Please be observant of the
amount of water so you do not spend too much water. Try your way into a good adjustment.
Important is that you shave the ice, not only “collect” the snow, it’s always better to shave more than
less. Always have a good, sharp blade installed.

K. One change at a time
o

•
•
•
•
•
•

An ice rink is complex, where many components contribute to the overall perceived quality and
energy consumption. It requires substantial experience and expertise to get into a really good ice.
When you make changes and tune the ice rink after having installed a REALICE system, it is important
to make just one change at a time to be able to see exactly what the adjustment achieved. There is a
certain delay in the ice after an adjustment wait at least a few days before taking further adjustments.
Ice thickness Resurfacing temperature
Humidity
Spectators Ice temperature
Outside temperature Arena temperature/sun loading
Amount of water
Compressor – brine temp setting
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IV.

INSTALLATION
From 1-2 hours by certified plumber
Installed in downstream of the final cold and hot water mixing valve line
Cold water can be used
It is very important that 100% of the resurfacing water be treated by REALICE!
ISO certified & tested: Pressure, temperature and food safety
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A. VPT as applied for REALICE
Ice rinks traditionally have use heated water to build and resurface ice. This was needed (before REALICE)
because heated water removes micro-bubbles and also lowers the viscosity of the water3. Lower viscosity with
few micro bubbles allows water to flow easier and transfer heat better, resulting in very hard and clear ice.
REALICE is a technology that changes past energy-wasting practices and delivers both water heting savings
and refrigeration savings. REALICE is a physical water treatment technology (PWT) that is used by over 350
customers world wide to reduce chiller energy use and natural gas usage. REALICE technology allows rinks to
use unheated water to deliver very clear and hard ice much more efficiently than traditional methods while
realizing significant gas and electric savings. REALICE has been evaluated by utilities in the US4 and Canada and
is the only water treatment system for ice rinks that is eligible for utility rebates due to documented savings.
REALICE needs no auxiliary pumps, no reverse osmosis equipment, and no additional energy usage.
Benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Harder, clearer, and more resilient ice
Potential utility incentives
No heating is required for resurfacing water
Resurface the ice fewer times, saving water, energy, and downtime
Reduced gas consumption (BTUs) for heating the water used for resurfacing–from 6000 to 9000
therms annually per pad.
Reduced electric consumption (kWh) due to and average of 4F raised brine temperature and
subsequent less usage of compressors – from 75,000 – 100,000+ kWh per pad
Raising the brine temperature 4-5 degrees F reduces load on the chiller
Reduce emissions due to less usage of electricity and gas.

3

ASHRAE Refrigeration Handbook 2010
New Product Development and Launch (NPDL) Division of Southern California Edison Company,
rebates available by SoCal Gas, Southern California Edison, Xcel Energy, Centerpointe, Fortis BC,
and more.
4
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